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Axions as dark matter

ldeB

!" < 10–2 eV     (SN1987a) 
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Example:  For  ma ~ 10 µeV

*" = !", 1 + / 0, , b 2 ~  10–6

• ra ~ 1014 cm–3

•   ldeB ~ 100 m

This is wavelike dark matter !   



The Primakoff Effect   (P. Sikivie, Phys. Rev. Lett. 51 (1983) 1415) 



The Microwave Cavity  Dark Matter Experiment
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Conversion power, Sources of Noise & the Standard Quantum Limit

Linear Amplifiers are subject to the 
Standard Quantum Limit (SQL)

The Dicke Radiometer Equation 
dictates the Experimental Strategy



RBF/UF ADMX @ LLNL ADMX @ UW CAPP HAYSTAC  I HAYSTAC II
1985 -1990 1995 - 2010 2016 - present 2019 - present 2015 - 2018 2019 - present

HEMT (LHe) HEMT, SQUID (SHe) SQUID HEMT JPA Squeezed State Rcvr

f ~ 2.5 GHz ~ 0.6 GHz ~ 0.7 GHz ~ 1.6 GHz ~ 6 GHz ~ 4 GHz

V ~ 5 L 200 L 150 L 3.5 L 1.5 L 1.5 L

TSYS ~ 5 – 20 K ~ 3 K ~ 350 mK ~ 1 K ~ 300 mK GSQ = – 4 dB

TSYS / TSQL ~ 100 - 200 ~ 50 - 100 ~ 10 ~ 13 ~ 2 <1 (NA=0.10 hn, 40% off-res)

Axions are driving the Quantum Revolution in HEP 

S. DePanfilis et al., PRL (1987)
C. Hagmann et al., PRD (1990)

C. Hagmann et al., PRL (1998)
S. Asztalos et al., PRL (2010)

N. Du et al., PRL (2018)
T. Braine et al., PRL (2020)

S. Lee et al., PRL (2020) B. Brubaker et al., PRL (2017)
L. Zhong et al., PRD (2018)

K. Backes, D. Palken et al., 
submitting July 2020



The Headwaters – the Microstrip SQUID Amplifier for ADMX (Clarke et al., 1998) 



Microwave Cavity (copper)

3He/4He Dilution
Refrigerator

9.4 Tesla, 10 Liter MagnetJosephson Parametric Amplifier

HAYSTAC:  To the Quantum Limit and below (Yale-Colorado-Berkeley)



HAYSTAC Phase I – single Josephson Parametric Amplifier (JPA)

10 Operated at  TSYS ~ (2-3) x TSQL at 6 GHz



A major challenge – magnetic shielding of the JPA

11

“Defense in depth”

• Active bucking coil

• Persistent coils (4)

• Cryoperm (2 layers)

• S’con lead sheet

• S’con aluminum sheet

Remnant field at JPA ultimately reduced to < 0.01 flux quantum



HAYSTAC Phase II – Squeezed State Receiver (M. Malnou et al., Phys. Rev. X 9 (2019) 021023)

Squeezing and amplifying in the same 
quadrature yielded –4.5 ± 0.1 dB, just 
as predicted by modeling

JILA test-bed, twin system to HAYSTAC



Squeezing implies uniformly higher S/N over a wider bandwidth

The scan rate with squeezing optimizes at large overcoupling of the cavity, thus higher BW

km=10kl
km=10kl

km=1.5kl

Not squeezed

Squeezed



Capacitor

SQUID array 100 µm

Flux line

JILA/Colorado
SSR Test-bed

7 GHz Cavity



Factor of 2.1 speedup in testbed; HAYSTAC achieved 1.9 in situ data taking  

q Mock axion search done at JILA testbed

q Synthetic signal injected into the system of 
unknown frequency

q Search protocol repeated 200 times for 
each configuration

q Results are  µs = 6.05 ± 0.07 (with 
squeezing), µs = 4.15 ± 0.07 (w/o), leading 
to 2.12 ± 0.08 speedup

q HAYSTAC Phase II Run 1 achieved ~ x2 
speedup from SSR, x3 speedup overall

q Phase II Run 2 will have further x4 speedup

q JILA working on new design that should 
provide x10 speedup over that



HAYSTAC Phase II Run 1: First quantum-enhanced dark matter experiment; reaches 1.38 x KSVZ 

• SSR reduced run time by ½

• Analysis incorporates new 
Bayesian analysis method 
(Palken et al., PRD 101 (2020) 123011)

• Sensitivity at  1.38 x KSVZ

• Submitting for publication 
imminently (July 2020)

Preliminary



Current theoretical limits permit QCD axions down to 10–12 eV or perhaps lower

Covering this entire mass range necessitates an array of detection modalities, i.e.

CASPEr Electric
CASPEr Wind

DM Radio
ABRA
LC

ADMX
HAYSTAC
CAPP

MADMAX
Orpheus



DM Radio/ABRA – A lumped element experiment  (Stanford-SLAC-MIT-Berkeley-UNC-Princeton)

Tunable 
capacitor

Solenoid inductor placed
in sheath center hole 

~B0

~Ja(t)

(B0 toroid inside sheath)  

Top-Down Cross-section

Principle of the experiment

Schematic of DM Radio

750 mL 
Pilot

The essential idea is that for DM Radio, the lumped 
parameter design decouples the resonant frequency 
from the size of the  conversion region, thus allowing 
the experiment to reach almost arbitrarily low mass



ABRA 10 cm has already reported results; new results coming soon 

• Physical Review Letters 122 (2019) 121802

• MIT, Michigan, UNC, TUNL, Princeton, Kavli-Chicago, Berkeley, LBNL

• Read out by two-stage Magnicon SQUID, at 870 mK

• Exclude axions  3.1 x 10–10 - 8.3 x 10–9 eV, with gagg < 3.3 x 10–9 GeV–1

• Within a factor of 5 of CAST direct solar limit

Toroidal Magnet, B = 1 T



See S. Chauduri et al., “Quantum Limits for Electromagnetic Axion 
and Hidden-Photon Dark Matter Searches”  (1803.01627v2)

Proposed Science Reach of DM Radio 50 L, and DM Radio Cubic Meter



(Viewgraphs courtesy of Alex Sushkov) 



Accepted Nature Physics



(Viewgraphs courtesy of Bela Majorovits) 





Ultimate MADMAX

Magnet  9T x 1.3m x 1m diam.

Requires Finesse of ~ 30,000

TSYS = 5K, later 2K

2 Years running iMADMAX



Radio telescope search for axion conversion in the magnetic field of neutron stars

J.W. Foster et al., arXiv 2004.00011

Strategy:  Look for narrow line from 
axion-photon conversion in the 
strong magnetic fields (1013 G) of 
neutron stars.

Axions will efficiently convert in the 
magnetosphere of the NS, where 
the plasma frequency equals the 
axion mass.  Younger NS will have 
the highest magnetic fields, which 
decay away with time.

Search looked both at known well-
isolated NS, as well as unresolved 
populations of NS (e.g. Galactic 
Center).

Observations with Green Bank and 
Effelsberg Radio Telescopes (100m) 
in L- and S-band.

The method is potentially very 
powerful, but there are large 
uncertainties associated with the 
conversion itself, the NS density in 
the unresolved population, and the 
specific halo model.   All three of 
these should improve with time, 
making these limits sharper.



Summary remarks
q Axions and Axion-Like Particles are finally achieving the requisite sensitivity to probe the axion-photon 

couplings of the QCD axion.  Our challenge is a greatly expanded mass range to cover, requiring many 
approaches, but viable concepts, R&D and projects are now pushing both ends of the mass range.

q In the US, much credit is due to the NSF and DOE for their parallel initiatives in quantum sensing and 
information for High Energy Physics.   QIS and applications is now a global high-stakes enterprise, and 
represents a major new frontier for physics research. 

q The search for dark matter axions has been both a driver and a beneficiary of this initiative.  We have already 
broken through the  Standard Quantum Limit with an operating experiment, but the best is yet to come.

q There are two exciting non-DM axion searches, ALPS-II (resonant photon regeneration), and IAXO/Baby IAXO 
(axion helioscope) that are making excellent progress and will be coming on line in the next few years.  Time 
did not permit presenting them, but their slides will be posted as part of this talk. 

q Many new results should be a year from now at IDM 2021, this time Really Vienna!

The HAYSTAC Collaboration expresses warm gratitude for the support of our 
sponsors, the National Science Foundation and the Heising-Simons Foundation.



Non-Dark Matter Axion Searches



Viewgraphs courtesy of Axel Lindner







String of SSC dipoles, 
similar to HERA string

After 35 years, ALPS-II will reach the exact mass 
and sensitivity predicted in PRL 59 (1987) 759 !



Viewgraphs courtesy of Igor Irastorza






